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Managed Integration Services (MIS) is a turnkey data integration solution designed specifically for users 
of Synapse WMS. Exclusive, in-house knowledge of Zethcon’s flagship software offering enables a 
streamlined data integration process, with the speed and efficiency to bring solutions to production 
faster and help 3PLs quickly scale to capitalize on growth opportunities.

Zethcon MIS provides an end-to-end data integration solution well suited to the needs of e-commerce 
fulfillment operations and logistics providers for manufacturers, including all necessary testing to 
achieve seamless operation with Synapse WMS. Compatibility with a broad range of data formats and 
communications protocols enables the data exchange between internal and external systems to better 
manage orders, inventory, shipping and more.

Working with MIS means key advantages for Synapse WMS users, including:

� Reduced administrative burden – Using internal resources or bringing in additional software  
 vendors to handle integrations can risk lower quality with increased cost and longer timelines. MIS  
 is available on-demand, relieving the pressure to staff in-house integration resources and offering  
 fast, cost-effective integration that frees you to spend more time on your core business 

� Broad compatibility – With any-to-any data transformation and communications, MIS offers the  
 broad capability to facilitate seamless integration with ERP systems, small parcel shipping systems,  
 e-commerce shopping carts and much more. The solution also offers integration into systems with  
 or without APIs, data transformation between multiple formats (including EDI and XML) and a broad  
 range of communications protocols, including AS2.

� In-house expertise – Nobody knows Synapse WMS better than we do. Our experience and  
 expertise enables fast, efficient integration without costly customizations that can slow down speed  
 to market and risk incompatibility with future releases.

Fuel your growth today with Zethcon  
Managed Integration Services.


